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THE 2022 TOUR ENDS IN GATINEAU 
 

GATINEAU, June 14, 2022 – The seventh edition of Hit The Floor Gatineau ended 
yesterday, following four days of dance competition. Approximately 3,000 dancers 
took part in the world-class dance event at the Casino du Lac-Leamy and performed 
nearly 800 routines in front of six internationally renowned judges. About fifty dance 
schools took part in the competition and converged to Gatineau between June 10 
and 13. 
 
“This edition of HTF Gatineau was incredible! We couldn't have concluded the 2022 
Tour otherwise! We are fortunate to be part of such a passionate and exciting 
community,” explains Nicolas Bégin, founder and director of Hit The Floor. “We can 
say that HTF Gatineau 2022 was a success on all fronts, special thanks to the 
participants, the partners and the team behind the event. The 2022 Tour is over and 
we would like to thank all the stakeholders,” he concludes. 
 
The New Gatineau Champions 
It was during the All-Stars Showcase that the dancers of the eight favorite acts of the 
judges performed for the last time in the hope of winning one of the three scholarships 
and the title of Champion. CONVERSION from Studio District 5 were crowned 
champions on Sunday night and walked away with a $1,000 purse. Studio Party 
Time's BADCREW and Dancing Soma's NEVER ENOUGH finished 2nd and 3rd 
respectively in Gatineau’s All-Stars Showcase. 2nd place won a $500 purse and 3rd 
place won $250. 
 
Sustainable Development at the Heart of HTF Gatineau 
Hit The Floor is proud to have implemented a sustainable development program in 
partnership with Enviro Éduc-action for this edition of HTF Gatineau. In addition to 
sorting and weighing waste, HTF will ensure greenhouse gas compensation and 
waste reduction at the source. 
 
The 2022 HTF Tour comes to an end after three months of competition in three 
different cities: Saint-Hyacinthe, Lévis and Gatineau. Registrations for the 2023 Tour 
events will open shortly. The first event of this Tour will be Hit The Floor en Famille 
Lévis, from October 6 to 10, followed by HTF Gatineau from March 16 to 19, HTF 



 
Saint-Hyacinthe from March 30 to April 2 and finally HTF Lévis from May 18 to 22. All 
the details at hitthefloor.ca. 
 
About Hit The Floor Creations 
 
Hit The Floor held its 7th edition of the Gatineau event in June 2022. Convinced of 
being able to offer a world-class dance event, Nicolas Bégin, dancer and 
entrepreneur known in particular for his career at So You Think You Can Dance 
Canada and at America's Best Dance Crew, decided to create the Hit The Floor 
dance competition, which is now recognized as an unmissable event in the national 
and international artistic community. Hit The Floor quickly became a tourist and 
cultural event by offering supercharged artistic productions (All-Stars Showcase), 
exhibitor markets and one of the most important multi-style dance competitions. 
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